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The test now is for policymakers to show that NAPLAN is not only here
to stay ... compared to pen and paper testing - as well as speeding up
the turnaround of results. Student achievement in ...
NAPLAN future secured, but improvements will continue
NAPLAN was cancelled last year due to the pandemic, and results in
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2019 were distorted by online disruptions as students in some schools
sat the test online while others did it in paper form.
Scientific and digital literacy to feature in new NAPLAN test
As reforms to NAPLAN assessments mean that students’ digital literacy
will be tested, let’s investigate the latest evidence on digital
inclusion in education.
The latest evidence on digital literacy inclusion in education
“Online delivery of NAPLAN brings significant benefits including ...
An ACARA spokesman said students could do the pencil and paper test as
a last resort. “Any inconvenience to schools and ...
NAPLAN crash leaves students, teachers distraught
NAPLAN tests could be held near the beginning of the year and student
results delivered within a two-week time frame, after the federal
government agreed to explore a proposal that would avoid ...
NAPLAN changes could make tests earlier in the year, deliver results
in two weeks
In May, the Herald Sun revealed several Victorians schools sent
notices to parents on tips to reduce test anxiety in children. A
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petition to end NAPLAN in Victorian schools also gathered hundreds ...
NAPLAN testing changes revealed
This year’s NAPLAN has been mired in controversy over whether scores
of students doing online tests are comparable to those sitting paper
ones. The Australian Education Union renewed calls for ...
SA kids claw back in NAPLAN gap
A NOTE ABOUT RELEVANT ADVERTISING: We collect information about the
content (including ads) you use across this site and use it to make
both advertising and content more relevant to you on our ...
Push to discard NAPLAN results
A proposed two week turnaround between students sitting the annual
NAPLAN assessments and getting their results back will be a “game
changer” in the usefulness of the test is addressing ...
Tweaks to NAPLAN hold huge advantages
Australian students could soon sit NAPLAN tests at the start of the
school year in a move designed to reduce classroom disruption and
provide schools with better data to inform their teaching.
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Ministers agree NAPLAN to stay with small tweaks
School students could have to take NAPLAN tests earlier in the school
year under a push by the nation’s education ministers to overhaul the
standardised testing system. As part of the proposal ...
Education ministers push for NAPLAN overhaul
With soaring NAPLAN results over the past several years ... “When
parents begin preparing their kids to those high school admission
tests – to both public and independent high schools ...
The schools where Queensland’s elite really send their kids
School students could have to take NAPLAN tests earlier in the school
year under a push by the nation’s education ministers to overhaul the
standardised testing system. As part of the proposal ...
Education ministers push for NAPLAN overhaul
School students could have to take NAPLAN tests earlier in the school
year under a push by the nation’s education ministers to overhaul the
standardised testing system. As part of the proposal ...
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